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Abstract: The CRISMA project (www.crismaproject.eu ) is a European Union funded project focusing on 
the simulation of multi-sectoral large scale crisis scenarios that have multi-dimensional effects on society and 
people. The project aims at the development of a framework to build use case specific tools which will allow 
decision-makers to cross-examine dynamic crisis scenario evolutions, to set action parameters of operational 
and strategic activities, and to visualise impacts and crisis evolvement. This will be achieved by providing a 
modular and open software framework to build planning and decision support systems for modelling and 
simulating realistic crisis scenarios and their possible consequences. 

CRISMA applications simulate and analyse the development of a simulated “World” in a crisis management 
context. A World is defined as a coherent set of data, simulation models operating on this data and the model 
control parameters governing the activity of these models. A snapshot of the World, or World State, consists 
of all data related to a specific crisis simulation experiment. This includes a set of information to control 
simulation models operating on the World data as well as a set of condensed, representative and quantitative 
information that can be used for a qualitative assessment of a world state. The user can influence a crisis 
evolvement by changing control parameters of the simulation models. Every modification of a World State is 
considered a distinct decision point and eventually produces a new World State. This leads to a decision tree. 

The architectural design approach uses several concepts from previous projects focusing on reference 
models, reference architectures and simulation-specific standards. For the CRISMA architecture, the project 
adopts certain common concepts that support a systematic architectural design process. 

In order to demonstrate and validate the design, five pilot sites are used to provide experimentation for 
validation and testing of a wide range of crisis management situations (coastal floods, extreme weather 
conditions, geophysical hazards, multi-organisational and cross-border cooperation in crisis management, 
planning and training for resource management). Piloting will include multi-risk and domino effects. 

The paper presents the business logic and key aspects of the CRISMA architecture. The work presented is 
work in progress, published during the design stage of the architecture. Implementation will be under way 
during the MODSIM 2013 conference. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The impact of crisis events is closely related to the capacity of institutions and the public to properly prepare. 
The simulation of a crisis and possible mitigation activities with the help of mathematical models is a key to 
the exploration of strategic and operational mitigation options as simulated crisis scenarios can serve as a 
driver of policy level decision-making instead of simply learning from past experience. The complexity of a 
crisis situation and the possible severe impacts require multi-sectorial consideration of a crisis instead of 
focusing on one aspect of the crisis only. However, such consideration is often not achieved, because existing 
crisis management models and tools operate in a stand-alone fashion (European Commission 2005/European 
Commission 2012).  

Addressing this issue the CRISMA project will provide a modular and open software framework to build 
planning and decision support systems for modelling and simulating realistic crisis scenarios and their 
possible consequences. The project thus aims at overcoming the barriers between existing crisis domain 
specific models and tools with the help of harmonized open interfaces allowing the integration of available 
and future crisis management models and tools.  

CRISMA targets the following types of end users: crisis managers and civil protection practitioners on 
tactical level, facing logistics, scheduling and management challenges in medium-scale crisis situations; 
emergency management trainers on tactical level, facing challenges in exercise-support and debriefing; 
decision makers and consultants on strategic level, facing long-term decisions on resource and infrastructure 
planning. The CRISMA software framework will support these end users to: a) simulate multi-sectorial crisis 
scenarios and assess the consequences of an incident, b) simulate possible impacts resulting from alternative 
actions by simulating consequences of a decision and c) update input for the models (capacities, 
vulnerability) with real time situational data. Strategic decisions regarding capabilities, related investments, 
reserves and inventories are supported by assessing available capacities, social vulnerability and resilience of 
economic systems and impact of hazards on physical infrastructure and environmental assets. User will also 
be supported in decisions regarding deployment of resources, improvement of action plans for the 
preparedness and response phases 

The envisioned benefits for practitioners in crisis management are: localised decision-support for operations 
and resource planning; simplified forecasts and what-if-analysis using various simulation models in one 
software solution; support for training, exercises and planning in resource management, incident evolvement 
and long-term infrastructure planning. 

2. BUSINESS LOGIC 

CRISMA framework applications simulate and analyse the development of a simulated “World” in a crisis 
management context. A World is defined as a coherent set of data, simulation models operating on this data 
and the model control parameters governing the activity of these models. A snapshot of the World, or World 
State (fig. 1), consists of all data related to a specific crisis simulation experiment. This includes a set of 
information to control simulation models operating on the World data as well as a set of condensed, 
representative and quantitative information that can be used for a qualitative assessment of a world state 
(indicators, and criteria for assessing the meaning of these indicators). 

The users can influence crisis evolvement by changing the control parameters of the simulation models. In 
some applications, the users will be also able to directly change the World State, e.g. by postulating the 
existence of an infrastructure or introducing additional crisis management resources in the experiment. Every 
modification of a World State is considered a distinct Decision Point and eventually produces a new World 
State (World State Transition). 

The World State Transition maintains the structure of the World and neither changes the dimension of the 
World, nor the type of elements that constitute the World State. The actual input and output data for each of 
the World’s simulation models consists of a subset of the elements of the World State. However, the sum of 
all outputs has to be a full World State to assure comparability of World States. This means that the part of 
the World State data which is not affected by any of the simulation models needs to be added or referenced in 
the newly generated World State.  
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Figure 1. World State Transition and World State Analysis 

World State Transitions trigger the production of Indicators, Criteria and Costs (ICC) that are key data 
representing the world state (e.g. number of dead). ICC data can be considered a less complex aggregation of 
the World State rather than an integral part thereof. It is used to facilitate the analysis and comparison of 
World States (e.g. multi-criteria analysis). 

CRISMA foresees the possibility of testing and comparing the outcomes of different decisions. This leads to 
a concept of alternative World States corresponding to alternative decision chains. The alternatives are 
represented by the set of triples (World State, Transitionn, {World State’, World State’’, …, World Staten}). 
The logic is independent of crisis management phases and does not explicitly depend on the elapsed time of 
the simulated crisis. Time-dependency is implicitly included in the World State sequence through scheduling 
of the Decision Points. 

The comparison and analysis of different World States, Alternatives and related Transitions enables crisis 
managers to explore the effects of changes in hazard, mitigation strategies etc. on the crisis development and 
final outcomes. 

3. ARCHITECTURE APPROACH 

One major objective of CRISMA is to provide a software framework to build crisis management simulation 
applications which follow the above pattern of business logic, supporting all dimensions of crisis 
management simulation (fig. 2). In the following we present goals, design methods, properties and building 
blocks of the CRISMA Framework Architecture. 

3.1. Architecture Goals 

The CRISMA Framework Architecture has to support integration with existing systems, existing tools, 
existing models and existing data sources at multiple levels of interoperability. The systems, models, tools 
and data sources to be integrated in a concrete crisis management application are complex and often not 
known in advance. This means, that the architecture must be flexible enough to support integration at many 
levels. In addition, the CRISMA Framework Architecture needs to serve as a blueprint for concrete 
Application Architectures of the crisis management domain. As a consequence, the CRISMA Framework 
Architecture is split in two parts. The Functional Architecture is concerned with the general concepts, 
relationships and functional Building Blocks independent of aspects referring to the realisation of a specific 
crisis management simulation application. The Implementation Architecture provides a concrete architecture 
of a specific crisis management simulation application in terms of software components and information 
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models. The Functional Architecture has to ensure composability and reusability of Building Blocks, 
especially in the context of integration into external systems. Moreover, the Functional Architecture has to 
select consistent standards and specifications for the exchange of information between components. 
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Figure 2. CRISMA Framework Dimensions 
 

3.2. Architecture Specification 

The architecture specification is structured along four main viewpoints according to the MCRI pyramid: 
Mission, Concepts, Realisation and Implementation (Rome 2009). The mission viewpoint defines the primary 
goals of the CRISMA Framework and documents how the architectural goals, properties and constraints have 
been derived from project objectives and user requirements. The concepts viewpoint defines the key concepts 
that are applied to realise the goals. They encompass general architectural concepts like reference 
architecture, Building Blocks, integration concepts and user oriented concepts for resource management, 
training and so on. The realisation viewpoint addresses the realisation of the concepts by a set of functional 
Building Blocks and their interaction patterns. Functional Building Blocks provide an abstract description of 
the general functionalities to be provided by the CRISMA Framework. The implementation viewpoint further 
decomposes the functional Building Blocks into concrete software components. 

3.3. Architecture Design Approach 

The architectural design approach uses several concepts from previous projects focusing on reference 
models, reference architectures and simulation-specific standards. The approach taken in CRISMA does not 
directly adopt a certain architecture or reference model, like RM-ODP (RM-ODP 1998), RM-OA (RM-OA, 
2007), SOA-RM (SOA-RM, 2006) or TOGAF (TOGAF, 2013). Nevertheless, the project adopts certain 
common concepts that support a systematic architectural design process: 

• The four layer MCRI scheme (Mission, Concepts, Realisation, Implementation) is used to provide the 
overall structure of the CRISMA Framework Architecture (Rome, 2009). 

• Overall architectural goals, properties and constraints are identified to guide the architectural 
development. 

• The architecture is separated into an implementation independent (Functional Architecture) and 
implementation dependent (Implementation Architecture / Application Architecture(s)), based on 
concepts introduced in the Reference Model for the ORCHESTRA Architecture (Usländer 2010). 

• The architecture defines the framework that provides specific functionality in the form of Building 
Blocks. Functional Building Blocks are identified and decomposed in a stepwise fashion into a 
hierarchical set of components (tools, services) with well-defined interfaces and interaction concepts. 

• Moreover, a methodology and rules for data, model and application integration are defined and respective 
tools and standards for data and model integration are specified. 
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3.4. CRISMA Building Blocks  

The CRISMA Framework Architecture defines three types of Building Blocks: 1.) User Interaction; 2.) 
Infrastructure; 3.) Integration. At the heart of the framework are middleware components responsible for the 
management of world state data and simulations. The framework middleware components support common 
functionality like access control, search and discovery. 

As shown in Fig. 3 Building Block functionality includes the support for the integration of data and 
simulation models, simulation and scenario management. Building Blocks for world state analysis as well as 
the creation of preparedness plans are foreseen for the next version of the Framework to be finalised in the 
course of 2014. 

 

 

Figure 3. CRISMA Framework Building Blocks 
 

In addition to the integration at service level, the CRISMA Framework Architecture foresees integration at 
GUI level, by means of functional GUI widgets (Composite UI Modules) linked to other Building Blocks. 
These widgets can be combined in ad-hoc web mashup applications as needed. The result can be either used 
stand-alone or embedded in existing applications. 

3.5. End user perspective 

CRISMA end-users work with predefined Simulation Cases that are packages of models, data, pre-set 
parameters and parameters that can be changed during the training or planning exercise (Simulated Crisis 
Scenario). The Simulation Cases are supported by a set of Building Blocks. Fig. 4 shows the use of Building 
Blocks in the context of a possible specific crisis management simulation application. The CRISMA project 
endorses a number of so-called “reference applications” that serve to demonstrate the concepts of the 
framework and that can be used as examples of possible CRISMA applications. 

World states represent snapshots of the world generated by simulation models or by manual user inputs (e.g. 
simple definition of impacts scenario by positioning of casualties). In terms of the technical concept world 
states are not separated in crisis evolvement phases (incident/response/restore) as it is not needed 
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conceptually. However, for an end-user interacting with a CRISMA application it is crucial to clearly 
distinguish whether we deal with a situation caused by an incident (impact) or with a situation that reflects 
the operational picture of rescue/response  resources (ambulances, fire trucks etc). According to the CRISMA 
interaction concept an end-user can deal with a surrounding world scenario (properties of the world not 
directly affected by the crisis), an impact scenario (harms, casualties etc.) and with a response scenario (fire 
trucks, ambulances etc.) all represented using the architecture concept world state.  

The “decision making” related to possible “what if”-scenarios corresponds to sets of changeable parameters 
exposed by a Simulation Case. This way experiments can be performed at specific Decision Points 
represented by a set of world state data. In a World State Tree users are enabled to navigate a simulated crisis 
scenario (step by step over time), explore different mitigation options (World State Widgets) and eventually 
compare the results of different previously taken decisions. The CRISMA Framework provides a mean to 
keep track and compare “alternative decision scenarios” resulting from such related decision trees. 

 

Figure 4. CRISMA Framework Reference Application 
 

4. DEMONSTRATIONS 

In order to demonstrate and validate the CRISMA results, five pilot sites are used to provide an 
experimentation frame for validation and testing by behalf of a wide range of crisis management situations 
including multi-risk and domino effects. These pilots are in several usage contexts focused around the 
following risk domains and crisis management topics: 

• Coastal floods and other extreme weather conditions 

• Geophysical hazards 

• Multi-organisational and cross-border cooperation in crisis management 

• Planning and training for resource management 
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Piloting will commence in the third quarter of 2013. 
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